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CM6: a comprehensive geomagnetic �eld 
model derived from both CHAMP and Swarm 
satellite observations
Terence J. Sabaka1* , Lars Tøffner-Clausen2, Nils Olsen2 and Christopher C. Finlay2

Abstract 

From the launch of the Ørsted satellite in 1999, through the CHAMP mission from 2000 to 2010, and now with the 

Swarm constellation mission starting in 2013, satellite magnetometry has provided excellent monitoring of the near-

Earth magnetic field regime. The advanced Comprehensive Inversion scheme has been applied to data before Swarm 

and to the Swarm data itself, but now for the first time to all the satellite data in this new era, culminating in the CM6 

model. The highlights of this model include not only a continuous core magnetic field description over the entire 

time period 1999 to 2019.5 in good agreement with the CHAOS model series, but the addition of two new oceanic 

tidal magnetic sources: the larger lunar elliptic semi-diurnal constituent N2 and the lunar diurnal constituent O1 . CM6 is 

also the parent model of the NASA/GSFC candidates for the DGRF2015 and IGRF2020 in response to the IGRF-13 call. 

This paper provides a full report on the development of CM6.
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Introduction
�e “modern era” of satellite magnetometry can be said 

to have been initiated with the launch of the Danish sat-

ellite Ørsted on 23 February, 1999 (still in orbit, but not 

collecting magnetic measurements since summer 2014), 

followed by the “CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload” 

(CHAMP) launched on 15  July, 2000 and flying for 10 

years before its demise in September, 2010. Other satel-

lites have flown in the interim, such as SAC-C (data avail-

able for 2000 to 2004), leading to the European Space 

Agency (ESA) Swarm mission launched on 22  Novem-

ber, 2013. Swarm is a constellation of three satellites, two 

side-by-side low-fliers, referred to as “Alpha” and “Char-

lie”, whose polar orbits allow for a unique East–West 

cross-track sampling of field gradients and a high-flier, 

referred to as “Bravo”, whose polar orbit precesses so as 

to sweep out different local times to improve separation 

between internal and external current systems. When 

supplemented with measurements from ground-based 

observatories, in particular, observatory hourly mean val-

ues (OHMs), this fleet of magnetic monitors provides an 

excellent survey of Earth’s magnetic field.

For more than two decades the magnetic mode-

ling group at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 

(GSFC), in collaboration with the group at the Techni-

cal University of Denmark (DTU), developed a modeling 

approach known as the “Comprehensive Inversion” (CI) 

(see Sabaka et  al. 2013) in which the majority of domi-

nant magnetic signals detected in the near-Earth regime 

are parameterized and subsequently co-estimated to 

obtain optimal signal separation, while taking into 

account both random and systematic errors. �is has 

resulted in the production of a number of “Comprehen-

sive Models” (CMs) using data from the pre-Swarm era 

(e.g., Sabaka et al. 2002, 2004, 2015) and related models 

based only on Swarm data (see Sabaka et al. 2018), which 

have been delivering a consistent set of Swarm Level-2 

(L2) magnetic data products. While the named CMs have 

never included Swarm data and while the only satellite 
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data included in the Swarm L2 models are from Swarm, 

the model reported on here, denoted “CM6”, is the first 

CM to analyze data from the Ørsted, SAC-C, CHAMP 

and Swarm satellites, thus covering the entire “modern 

era”.

�e magnetic sources originally included in CI param-

eterizations are current systems in the core, lithosphere, 

ionospheric E and F-regions, magnetosphere, and asso-

ciated induced currents. However, with the advent of 

high-quality satellite vector magnetic measurements, 

particularly from CHAMP, additional current sys-

tems were added such as the oceanic M2 tidal field (see 

Sabaka et al. 2015, 2016, 2018). With the recent work of 

Grayver and Olsen (2019), it is clear that combinations 

of CHAMP and Swarm measurements are beginning 

to resolve some weaker tidal constituents, such as the 

larger lunar elliptic semi-diurnal constituent N2 and the 

lunar diurnal constituent O1 , and so these have now been 

included in the CI parameterization.

�e development of CM6 has coincided with the call 

for candidates of the “International Geomagnetic Ref-

erence Field: the 13th Generation” (IGRF-13). �ere-

fore, GSFC has submitted candidates for the Definitive 

Geomagnetic Reference Field: 2015 (DGRF2015) and 

the International Geomagnetic Reference Field: 2020 

(IGRF2020) that are directly extracted from, in the case 

of the former, and linearly extrapolated from, in the case 

of the latter, the CM6 model.

�is paper reports on the development of the CM6 

model by first presenting a description of the data selec-

tion procedure in "Data selection" section  followed by a 

brief overview of the CI algorithm in "Methodology" sec-

tion , including model parameterization and the estima-

tion procedure, and ends with a discussion of the results 

in "Results and discussion" section, including details on 

the newly derived N2 and O1 oceanic tidal components 

and the IGRF-13 candidates.

Data selection
Both scalar- and vector-based measurements were used 

as provided by the Ørsted, SAC-C, CHAMP, and Swarm 

satellite missions and vector measurements from ground-

based observatory hourly means.

Temporal selection

�e temporal selection criteria for satellite scalar direct 

measurements and for their along-track (mainly in the 

north–south direction due to the polar orbits) sums 

and differences from the Ørsted, SAC-C, CHAMP, 

and Swarm missions were a 30-s cadence with along-

track sums and differences computed from samples 

15 s apart. �e time periods used were 15 March, 1999 

through 23  February, 2011 for Ørsted, 23  January, 

2001 through 4  December, 2004 for SAC-C, 30  June, 

2000 through 4  September, 2010 for CHAMP, and 

25  November, 2013 through 31  December, 2018 for 

Swarm.

Vector direct measurements and their along-track 

sums and differences from the CHAMP and Swarm 

missions were taken at the same periods using a 30-s 

cadence with along-track sums and differences com-

puted from samples 15  s apart. From the two side-

by-side flying Swarm Alpha and Charlie satellites, 

cross-track (mainly east–west due to the orbit con-

figurations) scalar and vector sums and differences 

were used from the period 17  April, 2014 through 31   

December, 2018, at a sampling rate of 30 s. Cross-track 

sums and differences were computed from data where 

Alpha and Charlie were nearest in geocentric lati-

tude at a temporal separation of at most 15 s (typically 

4–10 s apart).

Ground observatory hourly mean values from 199 

stations were used from the period January 1999 

through April 2019. �ese data were checked and 

cleaned for trends, spikes and other errors (see Mac-

millan and Olsen 2013).

Environmental selection

�e environmental selection criteria were the fol-

lowing: (1) Kp ≤ 2
− (3° for sums and differences); (2) 

∣

∣dDst/dt
∣

∣ ≤ 3 nT/h (for direct and sums and differ-

ences); (3) direct satellite vector and scalar measure-

ments only from dark regions, i.e., the sun at least 10◦ 

below the horizon; (4) satellite direct vector measure-

ments equator-ward of 55◦ quasi-dipole (QD) latitude; 

(5) vector sums and differences from the CHAMP 

mission were used when both double and single Star 

Tracker heads were available for attitude determina-

tion; and (6) Swarm data diverging from the CHAOS-6 

x7 model by more than 100  nT in the scalar field or 

500  nT in any of the vector field components were 

rejected. Data rejection takes place at each iteration 

through the identification and elimination of gross out-

liers as determined by an inspection of residual plots 

(see "Estimation procedure" section).

A stacked bar graph of measurements types and 

counts per year is shown in Fig. 1 where seven types are 

broken out: (1) North–South along-track scalar sums 

and differences; (2) East–West across-track scalar sums 

and differences; (3) North–South along-track vector 

sums and differences; (4) East–West across-track vector 

sums and differences; (5) satellite direct scalar measure-

ments; (6) satellite direct vector measurements; and (7) 

observatory vector hourly means measurements. Note 
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the absence of satellite measurements in the 2011−2012 

year gap between the CHAMP and Swarm missions.

Methodology
Model parameterization

�e parameterization of the CM6 model follows closely 

that of the CIY4 model (Sabaka et  al. 2018) except that 

now the oceanic tidal magnetic signals of the N2 and O1 

constituents are included as well as the magnetometer 

alignment parameters of the CHAMP satellite. A syn-

opsis of the parameterization is listed in Table 1. A brief 

description of each source field is given below, but more 

details can be found in Sabaka et al. (2018).

Core and lithospheric �elds

�e core and lithospheric magnetic fields are expressed as 

gradients of solid harmonic (SH) expansions of the inter-

nal branch solution to Laplace’s equation in spherical coor-

dinates corresponding to an SH degree truncation level 

of Nmax = 120 , where the first NSV = 18 degrees allow 

for secular variation (SV) in the form of order-4 B-splines 

spanning 1999.0 to 2019.5 with knots every 6 months 

giving a total of 45 parameters per SH coefficient, and 

for degrees above NSV  the coefficients are constant. �e 

expression for the corresponding core/lithospheric poten-

tial at time t and position r , corresponding to Earth-Cen-

tered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) spherical coordinates of radius, 

colatitude, and longitude (r, θ ,φ) , is given by

where the R{·} operator takes the real part of the expres-

sion only, (·)∗ is the complex conjugate of the argument, 

and Ym
n  is the surface SH of degree n and order m given 

by

where a is the Earth mean-radius (6371.2 km) and Pm
n  is 

the Schmidt semi-normalized associated Legendre func-

tion of degree n and order m. �e complex Gauss coeffi-

cients, γm
n (t) , of degree n and order m are given by

(1)

Vcl(t, r) = R

{

a

120
∑

n=1

n
∑

m=0

(

a

r

)n+1

(γm
n (t))∗Ym

n (θ ,φ)

}

,

(2)Y
m
n (θ ,φ) = P

m
n (cos θ) exp imφ,

Fig. 1 Stacked bar graph of measurement counts per year used in deriving CM6, where “NS” and “EW” denote North–South along-track and East–

West across-track, respectively, “DF/SF” and “DB/SB” denote scalar and vector differences and sums, respectively, and “SATF”, “SATB”, and “OHMB” 

denote satellite scalar, vector, and observatory vector measurements, respectively
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where bq is the qth cubic B-spline of the expansion 

and the epoch of the expansion is 2015.0. �e gen-

eral complex Gauss coefficient γm
n (t) is related to the 

familiar real Gauss coefficients gmn (t) and hmn (t) by 

γm
n (t) = gmn (t)+ihmn (t) , that is, gmn (t) is the real part and 

h
m
n (t) is the imaginary part and i =

√
−1.

Oceanic tidal �elds

�e magnetic field from the oceanic principal lunar 

semi-diurnal constituent M2 has been included in CM6 

as the gradient of an internal potential (see Sabaka et al. 

2015, 2016, 2018) whose SH degree truncation level is 

Nmax = 36 and each coefficient is sinusoidal in time with 

a 12.42060122 h periodicity with time �t rendered with 

respect to Greenwich phase. �e potential at time �t and 

position r in the ECEF system is then

where τmn  is the complex coefficient and

(3)

γm
n (t) =







γm
n for n ≥ 19,

γm
n0 +

�44
q=1γ

m
nq

� t
2015

bq(τ ) dτ , for n ≤ 18,

(4)

VM2
(�t, r) = R

{

a

36
∑

n=1

n
∑

m=−n

(

a

r

)n+1

(τmn )∗Ym
nω(�t, θ ,φ)

}

,

(5)Y
m
nω(�t, θ ,φ) = P

m
n (cos θ) exp i(mφ + ωM2�t),

with ωM2
= 2π/12.42060122 rads/h.

Following the work of Grayver and Olsen (2019), both 

the larger lunar elliptic semi-diurnal constituent N2 and 

the lunar diurnal constituent O1 were included in the 

CM6 parameterization in a similar form to that of M2 , 

but with ωM2
 replaced by ωN2

= 2π/12.65834751 rads/h 

for N2 and ωO1
= 2π/25.81933871 rads/h for O1.

Ionospheric �eld

�e treatment of the ionospheric and associated induced 

magnetic fields is identical to that used in Sabaka et  al. 

(2015, 2018) and is built from QD symmetric basis func-

tions (Richmond 1995; Emmert et  al. 2010) that reflect 

the conductivity structures found in the ionospheric 

E-region with an induced field due to its interaction with 

a 3-dimensional (3D) conductivity model where a surface 

layer containing continents and oceans is underlain by a 

1-dimensional (1D) mantle (Kuvshinov and Olsen 2006), 

and updated in Kuvshinov (2008). More details can be 

found in Sabaka et al. (2018).

�e secondary induced field is expressed in the spectral 

domain through transfer functions Q(ω) at frequency ω , 

which in this case are for 24, 12, 8, and 6 h periodicities. 

�ese periods are further modulated by an annual and 

semi-annual periodicity and by scaling from the 3-month 

running average of the F10.7 solar radiation index. Long-

period induced variations are approximated by an infinite 

conductor at depth.

Table 1 CM6 parameterization

Field source/e�ect # Parms Description

Core/lithosphere 30, 480 Spatial Geographic spherical harmonic (SH) Nmax = 120

Temporal Order 4 B-splines SV, 6-month knot spacing from 1999.0 − 2019.5 , epoch 2015.0, up 

to Nmax = 18

M2 tidal 2, 736 Spatial Geographic SH Nmax = 36

Temporal Period of 12.42060122 h, Greenwich fixed phase, complex coefficients

N2 tidal 2, 736 Spatial Geographic SH Nmax = 36

Temporal Period of 12.65834751 h, Greenwich fixed phase, complex coefficients

O1 tidal 2, 736 Spatial Geographic SH Nmax = 36

Temporal Period of 25.81933871 h, Greenwich fixed phase, complex coefficients

Ionosphere/induced 5, 520 Spatial Quasi-dipole (QD) frame, underlying dipole SH Nmax = 60 , Mmax = 12

Temporal Annual, semi-annual, 24, 12, 8, and 6 h periodicities with F10.7 scaling plus induction 

via a priori 3D conductivity model (“1D+oceans”) and infinite conductor at depth

Magnetosphere/induced 685, 110 Magnetosphere Spatial: dipole SH Nmax = 1

Temporal: Discretized in 1-h bins

Induced Spatial: dipole SH Nmax = 1

Temporal: Discretized in 1-h bins

OHM biases 597 One vector bias for each station in local spherical system

VFM-CRF alignment 4, 755 Three XYZ-type Euler angles every 10 days for each Swarm satellite and CHAMP satellite single- and double-headed star trackers

Total 734, 670 −
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Magnetospheric �eld

�e magnetosphere and associated induced magnetic 

fields are discretized into 1-h time bins during selected 

quiet periods within which the fields are treated as static 

external and internal SH expansions in dipole coor-

dinates, respectively, to degree Nmax = 1 and order 

Mmax = 1 . �is results in 114, 185 hourly bins covering 

64% of the hours of the model time span from 1  Janu-

ary 1999 to 30 April 2019.

Alignment parameters

Alignment rotations between the vector magnetom-

eter frame (VFM) and the spacecraft common reference 

frame (CRF) are estimated for Swarm Alpha, Bravo, and 

Charlie and for CHAMP when two Star Trackers are in 

use or one of two. �ese are parameterized in terms of 

three Euler angles representing rotations around the 

x-axis of the CRF followed about the new y-axis and then 

the new z-axis. �e angles are treated as static in 10 day 

intervals.

Estimation procedure

Following Sabaka et  al. (2018), the CM6 parameters are 

determined using the Gauss–Newton (GN) non-linear 

least-squares estimator (Seber and Wild 2003) with linear 

equality constraints and smoothing quadratic constraints 

whose kth step is

where �dk ≡ �d(xk) = d − a(xk) is the residual vector 

of the data d with respect to the non-linear model vector 

a(xk) evaluated at xk , Ak ≡ A(xk) is the Jacobian of the 

model vector evaluated at xk , �xk are the adjustments 

to the current parameter vector xk , and Wk ≡ W(xk) 

is the data weight matrix. �ere are Nq quadratic con-

straints, where Pj is the jth a priori quadratic constraint 

matrix that, along with the Lagrange multiplier �j , speci-

fies the deviation of the solution from the preferred a pri-

ori model vector, which in the case of smoothers, is the 

zero vector. �e matrix G is the linear equality constraint 

matrix which ensures that the induced SH time series 

associated with magnetospheric variations and the core 

field SV temporal basis functions are orthogonal. More 

details, including the solution formulation, are given in 

Sabaka et al. (2018).

�e starting model, x0 , was obtained by first updating 

the CIY4 model of Sabaka et al. (2018), based upon the 

(6)

GN







































min�xk
(�dk − Ak�xk)

T
Wk(�dk − Ak�xk)+

�Nq

j=1�j(xk + �xk)
T
Pj(xk + �xk)

subject to : G�xk = −Gxk

xk+1 = xk + �xk

,

first 4 years of Swarm data, to the CIY5 model by adding 

the fifth year of Swarm data. �e CIY5 model was then 

used to initialize all of the model parameters with the 

exception of the core field before 2013.9 and the CHAMP 

vector magnetometer alignment angles. �e CHAOS-

6-x8 model of Finlay et  al. (2016) was used to initialize 

the core field from 1999 to 2013.9, but the CIY5 core field 

epoch of 2015.0 was adopted since it is anchored well 

within the Swarm data envelope. �e CHAMP alignment 

angles were initialized to zero. A total of four iterations 

were performed.

Error-covariance

�e Wk matrix is assembled from error-covariance and 

error-bias considerations. �ese numbers are based upon 

residual analysis from previous models starting from 

OIFM (Olsen et  al. 2000) and successively updated by 

various generations of the CHAOS and CM models. For 

vector OHM data, all local times and latitudes were used 

in the local North-East-Center (NEC) frame and if pole-

ward of ±55
◦ QD latitude were assigned isotropic sigmas 

(or uncertainties) of 15  nT, while those equatorward of 

±10
◦ were assigned isotropic sigmas of 7  nT, and else-

where isotropic sigmas of 4 nT.

Nightside scalar data from Ørsted and SAC-C at all 

latitudes were used and these were given sigmas of 4 nT. 

Scalar sums and differences from all local times and lati-

tudes were used with the same weighting.

CHAMP scalar data from all latitudes were used, and 

vector data from the nightside at non-polar latitudes 

were used when two Star Tracker heads (“2ST”) were 

available. Sigmas of 3  nT are used for scalar data and 

the vector isotropic factor. �e attitude error treatment 

of Holme (2000), Holme and Bloxham (1995, 1996) was 

applied which resolves the vector measurements into the 

BP3 (“HB-theory” frame) orthogonal coordinate system 

where “B” is along the predicted magnetic field direc-

tion, “P” is in the n̂×B direction where n̂ is the unit vec-

tor along the CRF z-axis, and “3” completes the system. 

For 2ST data, 10 arcsec pointing and rotation angle sig-

mas were used. Scalar North–South sums and differences 

were used at all local times at all latitudes and vector 

North–South sums and differences were used at low-mid 

latitudes at all local times. �e sums are assigned a 3 nT 

sigma isotropic error while differences use 0.3  nT and 

both use the same attitude error just mentioned. When 

only one Star Tracker head is available (designated either 

“AST” or “BST”) then only vector data from the night-

side at low-mid latitudes and North–South vector sums 

and differences at low-mid latitudes at all local times are 

used. �e same uncertainty assignments are used for sin-

gle heads except that the attitude error now comprises 

10 arcsec pointing and 40 arcsec rotation angle sigmas.
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Data from Swarm Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie were 

selected in exactly the same way as the dual-head Star 

Tracker CHAMP data. However, assigned sigmas differ 

in that 2.2 nT is used for scalar and vector data compo-

nents and attitude error is not considered. �e North–

South sums are assigned a 2.2 nT sigma per component 

while differences use 0.3 nT. �e East–West vector sums 

and differences from Alpha and Charlie are from low-

mid latitudes and all local times, while the scalar com-

ponents are from all latitudes. �ey too are assigned a 

2.2 nT sigma per component for sums while differences 

use 0.3 nT. �e sums and differences are analyzed in the 

local NEC frame, while the direct vector measurements 

are analyzed in the BP3 frame even though no attitude 

error is considered.

All data were weighted by sin θ , where θ is their respec-

tive geographic colatitude, to mitigate high-density data 

in the polar regions.

Robust estimation was employed via Iteratively 

Reweighted Least-Squares (IRLS) using Huber weight-

ing (Constable 1988) and so for the ith iteration, if the 

kth residual, ei,k , was within cσi of the mean of its distri-

bution, in this case defined by a mean of zero, a stand-

ard deviation of σi , and c = 1.5 , then it was treated as 

Gaussian noise with the previous uncertainty assign-

ment. However, if it was outside of cσi of the mean, then 

it was treated as Laplacian noise. �us, weights were 

assigned according to

To mitigate the effects of error-bias in certain measure-

ment types, the scheme known as “Selective Infinite 

Variance Weighting” (SIVW) (see Sabaka et al. 2013) was 

used. It turns out that this can be interpreted as a vari-

ant of the Schmidt Type Consider Filter (Bierman 1977) 

where the variance of considered parameters tends to 

infinity. �e application is based upon measurement type, 

sun position, and QD latitude range. More details are 

given in Sabaka et  al. (2018), but Table  2 indicates how 

SIVW is applied in the form of “nominal” and “nuisance” 

parameters with respect to various data types across the 

core, lithospheric, and tidal parameter subspaces. Gener-

ally, if a particular data subset has a high signal-to-noise 

ratio for these signals, then they contribute to the “nomi-

nal” set, otherwise, to the “nuisance” set.

(7)wi,k =

1

σ
2
i

min

(

cσi
∣

∣ei,k

∣

∣

, 1

)

.

Table 2 CM6 SIVW application, where the “x” indicates the Quasi-Dipole (QD) latitude and sun position of the data type 

and  which parameters it directly in�uences, and  where  “OHM” denotes observatory measurements, “Single”, “Di�s” 

and  “Sums” denote single, di�erenced and  summed measurements, respectively, “NEC” and  “BP3” denote the  local 

North-East-Center and HB-theory frame for vector data, respectively, and “F” denotes scalar

Type QD latitude Sun position Nominal Nuisance

Low Mid High Light Dark Core Lithosphere Tide Core Lithosphere Tide

OHM-NEC x x x x x x x

OHM-NEC x x x x x x x

Single-F x x x x x x x

Single-BP3 x x x x x x

Diffs-F x x x x x x x

Diffs-NEC x x x x x x

Diffs-BP3 x x x x x x

Diffs-F x x x x x

Diffs-NEC x x x x x

Diffs-BP3 x x x x x

Diffs-F x x x x x

Diffs-NEC x x x x x

Diffs-BP3 x x x x x

Diffs-F x x x x x

Sums-F x x x x x x x

Sums-NEC x x x x x x

Sums-BP3 x x x x x x

Sums-F x x x x x x x

Sums-NEC x x x x x x

Sums-BP3 x x x x x x
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Constraints

�e number of explicit quadratic smoothing con-

straints used is Nq = 8 along with the linear equal-

ity constraint. �e ionospheric and magnetospheric/

induced constraints are the same as those used in 

CIY4 and include the night-side E-region currents, 

denoted as “ P�
∣

∣Jeq,MLT:21−05

∣

∣

2

2
� ”, the smoothness of 

the diurnally varying portion of the currents, denoted 

as “ P�
∣

∣∇2
s Jeq,p>0,mid−lat

∣

∣

2

2
� ”, the Euclidean length of 

the magnetospheric/induced coefficients in each bin, 

denoted as “ P〈
∣

∣pmag/ind

∣

∣

2

2
〉 ”, and the linear constraint 

that forces orthogonality of the induced magneto-

spheric field and the core SV through time, denoted as 

P�|pind⊥core|
2
2
� . More details may be found in Sabaka 

et  al. (2018). �e lithospheric constraint is on the 

mean-square field magnitude |B| over Earth’s mean 

surface at 6371.2  km for SH degrees 110 and above 

and is denoted as “ P�
∣

∣Bn≥110

∣

∣

2
� ”. �e biggest differ-

ence with CIY4 is that now only the mean-squared 

third time derivative of the radial component of the 

magnetic field, Br , at the Core-Mantle Boundary 

(CMB) at 3480 km radius over the entire time domain 

of the model, denoted as “ P�|
...
Br |

2� ”, is constrained as 

opposed to a mixture of second and third time deriva-

tives. Finally, the first-differences of the Euler angle 

time series between 10-day bins comprising the mag-

netometer alignment for CHAMP 2ST, AST, and BST 

are constrained and are denoted as “ P�|�E2ST |2� ”, 

“ P�|�EAST |2� ”, and “ P�|�EBST |2� ”, respectively. Table 3 

provides the associated values of � for each constraint. 

Note that � is infinite for linear equality constraints 

since these constraints may be expressed as the limit as 

�→∞ of a related quadratic form.

Results and discussion
Residual statistics

�e weighted residual statistics for CM6 are shown for 

Ørsted, SAC-C, CHAMP 2ST, CHAMP AST, Swarm 

Table 3 CM6 damping parameter values

Norm Damping parameter ( �)

Core

 P〈
...
B
2

r
〉 1.0 × 10

0 (nT · yr−3)−2

Lithosphere

 P�
∣

∣Bn≥110

∣

∣

2
� 2.0 × 10

1 (nT)−2

Ionosphere

 P�
∣

∣Jeq,MLT:21−05

∣

∣

2

2
� 1.0 × 10

5 (A · km
−1

)−2

 P�
∣

∣∇2
s Jeq,p>0,mid−lat

∣

∣

2

2
� 1.0 × 10

−2 (A · km
−3

)−2

Magnetosphere/induced

 P〈
∣

∣pmag/ind

∣

∣

2

2
〉 Variable (nT)−2

 P�|pind⊥core|
2
2
� ∞ (nT)−2

CHAMP Euler angles

 P�|�E2ST |
2� 1.0 × 10

4 (rad)−2

 P�|�EAST |
2� 1.0 × 10

4 (rad)−2

 P�|�EBST |
2� 1.0 × 10

4 (rad)−2

Table 4 CM6 weighted residual statistics for Ørsted and SAC-C, where “QD” denotes Quasi-Dipole, “NS” denotes North–

South along-track, “DF/SF” denotes scalar di�erences and sums, respectively, and “F” denotes scalar

Mean and RMS are in units of “nT”

Type Ørsted SAC-C

QD Lat. Sun Comp. N Mean RMS N Mean RMS

Low Dark F 169,861 − 0.45 2.34 32,726 − 1.62 3.19

Mid Dark F 751,943 0.82 2.08 229,702 0.47 2.93

High Dark F 427,860 1.14 3.95 128,067 0.91 4.36

Low Light NSDF 277,662 0.00 0.51 25,811 − 0.02 0.67

NSSF 277,662 3.52 8.05 25,811 4.60 9.53

Low Dark NSDF 251,673 0.00 0.38 25,357 − 0.01 0.52

NSSF 251,673 − 1.00 5.20 25,357 − 3.10 6.46

Mid Light NSDF 1,376,911 0.00 0.51 181,785 0.00 1.27

NSSF 1,376,911 0.56 5.69 181,785 1.00 6.98

Mid Dark NSDF 1,113,677 − 0.00 0.51 187,818 − 0.01 1.13

NSSF 1,113,677 1.56 4.42 187,818 1.04 5.87

High Light NSDF 1,195,430 0.00 1.44 187,259 0.01 1.58

NSSF 1,195,430 − 2.72 10.61 187,259 − 3.05 11.88

High Dark NSDF 631,717 − 0.01 1.29 102,679 − 0.05 1.32

NSSF 631,717 2.07 8.74 102,679 1.81 8.75
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Table 5 CM6 weighted residual statistics for  CHAMP 2ST and  AST, where  “QD” denotes Quasi-Dipole, “NS” denotes 

North–South along-track, “DF/SF” denotes scalar di�erences and sums, respectively, “DB/SB”, “DP/SP”, and “D3/S3” denote 

vector di�erences and sums in the HB-theory frame, respectively, “F” denotes scalar, and “B”, “P”, and “3” denote vector 

measurements in the HB-theory frame, respectively

Mean and RMS are in units of “nT”

Type 2ST AST

QD Lat. Sun Comp. N Mean RMS N Mean RMS

Low Light NSDB 70,870 0.00 0.69 135,842 − 0.01 0.81

NSDP 70,870 0.00 2.33 135,842 0.00 2.67

NSD3 70,870 0.01 3.76 135,842 0.03 1.99

NSDF 387,501 0.01 0.70

NSSB 70,870 0.60 6.13 135,842 2.53 7.01

NSSP 70,870 − 0.35 7.71 135,842 − 0.21 13.88

NSS3 70,870 − 0.22 13.15 135,842 − 1.66 14.75

NSSF 387,501 2.61 6.72

Low Dark B 218,425 − 0.41 1.43 10,904 − 0.31 1.59

P 218,425 0.07 1.87 10,904 − 0.85 4.47

3 218,425 − 0.07 1.98 10,904 0.60 4.96

F 232, 657 − 0.38 1.36

NSDB 299,393 − 0.00 0.189 4,718 − 0.00 0.26

NSDP 299,393 − 0.00 0.96 4,718 0.20 3.97

NSD3 299,393 − 0.00 1.34 4,718 0.08 1.92

NSDF 312,300 0.00 0.18

NSSB 299,393 − 0.36 3.23 4,718 − 0.72 3.36

NSSP 299,393 0.14 2.98 4,718 − 0.27 8.32

NSS3 299,393 0.16 4.43 4,718 − 0.10 6.50

NSSF 312,300 − 0.90 2.87

Mid Light NSDB 627,787 0.00 0.35 562,152 − 0.06 0.40

NSDP 627,787 0.00 1.89 562,152 − 0.00 2.39

NSD3 627,787 − 0.00 3.54 562,152 0.04 2.26

NSDF 1,921,194 − 0.00 0.35

NSSB 627,787 0.02 4.93 562,152 − 0.04 5.32

NSSP 627,787 − 0.15 6.91 562,152 − 0.10 11.13

NSS3 627,787 − 0.37 11.7 562,152 0.07 12.60

NSSF 1,921,194 − 0.11 5.05

Mid Dark B 994,263 − 0.12 1.20 41,103 − 0.30 1.39

P 994,263 0.01 2.18 41,103 − 0.59 6.00

3 994,263 0.01 2.36 41,103 0.16 5.02

F 1,051,816 − 0.12 1.15

NSDB 1,362,408 − 0.00 0.18 19,292 − 0.00 0.22

NSDP 1,362,408 0.00 1.08 19,292 0.06 3.62

NSD3 1,362,408 0.00 1.71 19,292 0.01 4.22

NSDF 1,420,915 − 0.00 0.17

NSSB 1,362,408 − 0.10 2.73 19,292 − 0.08 2.96

NSSP 1,362,408 0.04 3.66 19,292 − 0.09 8.36

NSS3 1,362,408 − 0.11 5.70 19,292 − 0.59 9.75

NSSF 1,420,915 − 0.09 2.51

High Light NSDF 1,611,109 − 0.00 1.14

NSSF 1,611,109 − 3.51 12.29

High Dark F 649,628 − 0.62 4.76

NSDF 853,816 0.00 1.03

NSSF 853,816 − 0.86 9.32
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Table 6 CM6 weighted residual statistics for  Swarm Alpha and Bravo, where “QD” denotes Quasi-Dipole, “NS” denotes 

North–South along-track, “DF/SF” denotes scalar di�erences and  sums, respectively, “DN/SN”, “DE/SE”, and  “DC/SC” 

denote vector di�erences and  sums in  the  local North-East-Center frame, respectively, “F” denotes scalar, and “B”, “P”, 

and “3” denote vector measurements in the HB-theory frame, respectively

Mean and RMS are in units of “nT”

Type Alpha Bravo

QD Lat. Sun Comp. N Mean RMS N Mean RMS

Low Light NSDN 221,433 0.00 0.61 218,538 − 0.00 0.54

NSDE 221,433 0.00 0.78 218,538 0.01 0.72

NSDC 221,433 − 0.00 0.77 218,538 0.01 0.70

NSDF 221,823 0.01 0.53 220,198 0.00 0.46

NSSN 221,433 2.11 6.72 218,538 2.23 7.61

NSSE 221,433 − 0.17 12.08 218,538 − 0.32 12.51

NSSC 221,433 0.19 6.90 218,538 0.05 6.70

NSSF 221,823 2.04 6.28 220,198 2.11 7.06

Low Dark B 174,238 − 0.75 1.89 173,570 − 0.88 2.96

P 174,238 0.13 1.81 173,570 0.155 2.32

3 174,238 0.01 1.58 173,570 − 0.09 1.86

F 174,626 − 0.73 1.87 174,393 − 0.90 2.98

NSDN 174,223 − 0.00 0.18 173,564 − 0.00 0.17

NSDE 174,223 0.00 0.32 173,564 − 0.00 0.30

NSDC 174,223 − 0.01 0.31 173,564 0.00 0.30

NSDF 174,622 0.00 0.15 174,390 0.00 0.16

NSSN 174,223 − 1.33 3.26 173,564 − 1.35 4.98

NSSE 174,223 0.18 3.02 173,564 0.19 3.79

NSSC 174,223 − 0.01 2.59 173,564 − 0.16 2.80

NSSF 174,622 − 1.15 3.08 174,390 − 1.31 4.83

Mid Light NSDN 1,080,692 − 0.00 0.53 1,065,714 − 0.00 0.52

NSDE 1,080,692 − 0.00 0.82 1,065,714 0.00 0.80

NSDC 1,080,692 0.00 0.48 1,065,714 0.00 0.47

NSDF 1,083,813 − 0.00 0.30 1,073,230 0.00 0.28

NSSN 1,080,692 0.01 6.91 1,065,714 0.00 7.78

NSSE 1,080,692 0.16 8.88 1,065,714 0.02 9.46

NSSC 1,080,692 0.01 5.03 1,065,714 − 0.03 5.29

NSSF 1,083,813 0.11 4.65 1,073,230 0.05 5.15

Mid Dark B 782794 0.03 1.50 781,225 0.06 2.16

P 782794 − 0.03 2.53 781,225 0.02 2.83

3 782794 0.05 2.48 781,225 0.09 3.23

F 784,514 0.04 1.49 785,113 0.07 2.15

NSDN 782,748 0.00 0.23 781,198 0.01 0.28

NSDE 782,748 0.00 0.35 781,198 − 0.00 0.34

NSDC 782,748 0.00 0.24 781,198 − 0.00 0.23

NSDF 784,498 0.00 0.16 785,111 − 0.00 0.17

NSSN 782,748 − 0.75 3.98 781,198 − 0.74 5.52

NSSE 782,748 0.02 4.08 781,198 0.12 4.58

NSSC 782,748 0.05 2.72 781,198 0.03 3.22

NSSF 784,498 0.08 2.50 785,111 0.14 3.52

High Light NSDF 908,670 0.01 0.97 912,630 0.01 0.87

NSSF 908,670 − 2.86 10.85 912,630 − 2.80 10.41

High Dark F 479,693 0.01 5.13 475,222 0.23 4.94

NSDF 479,005 0.01 0.89 474,772 − 0.00 0.79

NSSF 479,005 0.01 8.15 474,772 0.32 7.93
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Alpha, Bravo, Swarm Alpha & Charlie, and OHM 

measurements in Tables  4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. 

�e weighted mean and root-mean-square (RMS) are 

related to the Huber weights in Eq. 7 as

(8)Mean =

N∑

i

wiei/

N∑

i

wi,

where N is the number of measurements and ei and wi are 

the ith residual and Huber weight for a particular compo-

nent, respectively, at the final iterate.

(9)RMS =

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i

wie
2
i
/

N
∑

i

wi,

Table 7 CM6 weighted residual statistics for Swarm Alpha and Charlie, where “QD” denotes Quasi-Dipole, “EW” denotes 

East–West across-track, “DF/SF” denotes scalar di�erences and  sums, respectively, and  “DN/SN”, “DE/SE”, and  “DC/SC” 

denote vector di�erences and sums in the local North-East-Center frame, respectively

Mean and RMS are in units of “nT”

QD Lat. Sun Comp. N Mean RMS

Low Light EWDN 202,668 − 0.03 0.61

EWDE 202,668 0.00 1.79

EWDC 202,668 − 0.07 1.21

EWDF 203,238 − 0.01 0.49

EWSN 202,668 2.21 6.69

EWSE 202,668 − 0.20 11.72

EWSC 202,668 − 0.02 6.74

EWSF 203,238 2.15 6.26

Low Dark EWDN 158,737 0.10 0.40

EWDE 158,737 − 0.00 0.79

EWDC 158,737 − 0.11 0.55

EWDF 159,297 0.07 0.35

EWSN 158,737 − 1.32 3.21

EWSE 1587,37 0.15 2.84

EWSC 158,737 − 0.24
− 1.15

2.52

EWSF 159,297 3.06

Mid Light EWDN 987,491 − 0.02 0.75

EWDE 987,491 0.00 1.49

EWDC 987,491 0.02 0.70

EWDF 991,990 0.01 0.44

EWSN 987,491 0.04 6.86

EWSE 987,491 0.13 8.71

EWSC 987,491 0.00 4.96

EWSF 991,990 0.18 4.62

Mid Dark EWDN 714,780 0.10 0.45

EWDE 714,780 − 0.00 0.80

EWDC 714,780 0.03 0.38

EWDF 717, 285 0.07 0.32

EWSN 714,780 − 0.71 3.97

EWSE 714,780 − 0.05 4.02

EWSC 714,780 0.06 2.7

EWSF 717,285 0.14 2.51

High Light EWDF 823,477 0.10 0.57

EWSF 823,477 − 2.85 10.96

High Dark EWDF 446,674 0.10 0.54

EWSF 446,674 0.14 8.32
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�e Ørsted and SAC-C statistics, as expected, have 

larger RMSs for high and low versus mid QD latitude 

ranges, larger RMSs for light versus dark, and much 

smaller RMSs for differences versus sums. �e CHAMP 

statistics also show similar behavior with respect to QD 

latitude, sun position, and data type. �e single-head 

Star Tracker data AST and BST show very similar sta-

tistics and so the latter has been omitted for brevity. 

However, while data types involving the “B” compo-

nent show similar statistics between 2ST and AST/BST, 

the statistics for the “P” and “3” component data types 

show consistently large RMSs for the single-head ver-

sus the dual-head Start Tracker cases. �is makes sense 

since the attitude error in the bore-sight rotation angle 

is larger in the single-head cases and this degrades the 

“P” and “3” components.

As with the CIY4 model, Swarm Alpha and Charlie 

show very similar statistics as expected since they are in 

close proximity as the low satellite pair, and so the latter 

has been omitted for brevity, while Bravo shows slightly 

higher residuals. Swarm also has similar behavior with 

respect to QD latitude, sun position, and data type as the 

other satellites. �e “B” and “F” component statistics are 

also in close agreement, as they are with CHAMP, which 

is expected since they are nearly in the same direction. 

�e sums and differences statistics also follow the same 

patterns as seen in CIY4, as expected. It is also interest-

ing that the North–South and East–West statistics are 

very similar in most cases reflecting a consistent level of 

measurement calibration between the Alpha and Charlie 

satellites.

Finally, the OHM statistics also exhibit the same pat-

terns with respect to QD latitude and sun position indi-

cating that these effects are seen at satellite altitudes as 

well as on ground.

Core and lithospheric �elds

�e core field of CM6 may be examined both spatially 

and temporally. �e CHAOS-6-x8 model is used for 

comparison since it provided the starting state for the 

pre-Swarm core portion of CM6 and so discrepancies are 

more likely due to the incompatibility of the CHAOS-

6-x8 core state with the data and theory incorporated in 

CM6. Figure  2 shows maps of the core radial field and 

associated SV at the CMB for SH degrees n = 1−13 at 

epoch 2016.0 from CM6 and the difference between 

CM6 and CHAOS. �ese maps look very similar to 

those shown for CIY4 in Sabaka et al. (2018) for the same 

epoch, as expected, particularly the dominant dipolar of 

the radial field itself. However, the difference maps are 

quite interesting, particularly for the radial field, which 

shows a strong zonal harmonic structure in dipole coor-

dinates, perhaps g0
13

 given the number of zero-crossings. 

�is may be related to how induction signals are han-

dled in the two models. For CM6, both ionospheric and 

magnetospheric induction potentials are parameterized 

in terms of basic SH functions in dipole coordinates, 

whereas CHAOS does not consider ionospheric induc-

tion. �e differences in radial SV appear to be more ran-

dom. It is noteworthy that the CM6 SV at the CMB, like 

CHAOS, shows intense structures at high latitude under 

the Bering Strait and north Eastern Siberia. �e differ-

ences in both the radial field and SV are at about the 10% 

level of the CM6 values.

As for the temporal structure of the core field, time 

series of CM6 and CHAOS-6-x8 Gauss coefficients and 

their time derivatives for SH degrees n = 1−3 from 1999 

to 2019, the satellite portion of the CM6 time domain, are 

shown in Figs.  3 and  4, respectively. At the scale of the 

plots, the agreement appears to be very good between 

the Gauss coefficients. �e notable deviations are in the 

low-degree zonal terms, g0
1
 and g0

3
 , which appear as a 

constant bias offset. �is has been previously noted and 

attributed to the fact that only nightside data are used 

in CHAOS and no ionospheric induction is considered, 

which leads to a zonal signal pattern in QD coordinates 

in the differences.

�e differences are more pronounced when compar-

ing the core SV coefficients, as shown in Fig. 4. While 

Table 8 CM6 weighted residual statistics for  OHMs, 

where  “QD” denotes Quasi-Dipole and  “N”, “E”, and  “C” 

denote vector measurements in  the  local North-East-

Center frame, respectively

Mean and RMS are in units of “nT”

QD Lat. Sun Comp. N Mean RMS

Low Light N 269,547 1.22 12.31

E 269,547 − 0.07 8.92

C 269,547 − 0.13 8.73

Low Dark N 210,378 − 0.10 7.40

E 210,378 − 0.97 4.86

C 210,378 0.69 4.75

Mid Light N 3,656,755 − 0.27 6.24

E 3,656,755 − 0.38 6.51

C 3,656,755 − 0.18 5.20

Mid Dark N 2,519,210 0.00 3.98

E 2,519,210 0.01 4.20

C 2,519,210 − 0.02 3.62

High Light N 1,448,143 1.68 14.17

E 1,448,143 − 1.05 11.57

C 1,448,143 − 0.63 13.82

High Dark N 718,401 0.07 10.59

E 718,401 − 0.08 8.49

C 718,401 0.02 11.13
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the overall patterns are in good agreement, it is clear 

that the CHAOS SV is smoother than that of CM6, par-

ticularly in the zonal terms ġ0
1
 and ġ0

3
 . �ere are also 

differences near the end points in the ḣ1
1
 and ġ0

2
 terms. 

Again, this is most likely related to how induction is 

being handled in each of the models and to how strong 

the regularization constraints are being applied within 

both models.

�e CM6 lithospheric field can be compared to that 

of the LCS1 (Olsen et al. 2017) and CIY4 models using 

the standard three metrics, the Lowes–Mauersberger 

spectrum, Rn(r) , of Lowes (1966)

where a and r are the reference and evaluation radii, 

respectively, and gmn  and hmn  are the real Gauss coefficients 

of the SH expansion; the degree correlation between two 

models

(10)

Rn(r) = (n + 1)

(a

r

)2n+4
n

∑

m=0

[

(

gmn
)2

+
(

hmn
)2

]

,

where gmn,k and hm
n,k

 are the Gauss coefficients of model 

“k”; and the matrix of normalized coefficient differences 

(in %), S(n, m)

where the subscripted “e” and “r” indicate the Gauss 

coefficients of the evaluated and reference models, 

respectively.

�e top-left plot of Fig.  5 shows the Rn spectra for 

CM6, LCS1, and CIY4 and the differences between CM6 

and the other two models for SH degrees n = 20−100 

at radius a = 6,371.2 km . According to this metric, the 

CM6 lithosphere is in better agreement with CIY4 up to 

(11)

ρn =

∑n
m=0

[

gmn,1g
m
n,2 + hmn,1h

m
n,2

]

√

∑n
m=0

[

(

gmn,1
)2

+
(

hmn,1
)2

]

∑n
m=0

[

(

gmn,2
)2

+
(

hmn,w
)2

]

,

(12)

S(n,m) =



























100
hmn,e−hmn,r

�

1
2n+1

�n
m=0

�

(gmn,r)
2
+(hmn,r)

2
�

, for m < 0,

100
gmn,e−gmn,r

�

1
2n+1

�n
m=0

�

(gmn,r)
2
+(hmn,r)

2
�

, for m ≥ 0,

,

Fig. 2 The core radial magnetic field (left) and associated SV (right) from CM6 (top) and from CM6 minus CHAOS (bottom) for SH degrees n = 1−13 

at epoch 2016.0 at the CMB. Note the difference in scales between the top and bottom panels
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Fig. 3 Individual core field Gauss coefficients for SH degrees n = 1−3 at radius a = 6,371.2 km from CM6 (solid red) and CHAOS (dashed blue) from 

1999 to 2019
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Fig. 4 Individual core field SV coefficients for SH degrees n = 1−3 at radius a = 6,371.2 km from CM6 (solid red) and CHAOS (dashed blue) from 

1999 to 2019
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SH degrees of about 60, but is in better agreement with 

LCS1 above degrees of about 85. However, the power 

in the model differences is about 3 orders of magnitude 

less than the signal strength for all degrees shown indi-

cating generally good agreement between models. �e 

agreement with CIY4 at low degrees is probably due to 

the commonality of Swarm data in the two models. �e 

agreement with LCS1 above degree 85 is most likely due 

to the fact that CIY4 constrains its lithospheric expansion 

at SH degrees n≥85 . �is is also corroborated by the ρn 

(top-right) and S(n, m) (lower) plots. It may also be the 

case that CM6 tends to LCS1 because both models ana-

lyze CHAMP data, whereas CIY4 does not.

Fig. 5 The Rn spectra (upper left) for LCS1, CIY4, and CM6 and the differences between CM6 and LCS1 and between CM6 and CIY4, the degree 

correlation, ρn , (upper right) between CM6 and LCS1 and between CM6 and CIY4, and the normalized coefficient differences, S(n, m), of LCS1 (lower 

left) and CIY4 (lower right) with respect to CM6. All plots are for SH degrees n = 20−100 at radius a = 6,371.2 km
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Fig. 6 The lithospheric vertical component Z magnetic field (top) from CM6 and the difference with LCS1 (bottom) for SH degrees n = 16−100 at 

epoch 2015.0 at radius a = 6,371.2 km . Red curves represent QD latitudes of ±55
◦ and 0◦
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Figure  6 shows maps of the Z (center) component 

from CM6 (top) and the difference with LCS1 (bottom) 

for SH degrees n = 16−100 at epoch 2015.0 at radius 

a = 6,371.2 km . Comparing the two plots, which use the 

same scale, it appears that the CM6 lithospheric field is 

in good agreement with that of LCS1. �e discrepancies 

are manifested mainly in the auroral zones and along the 

dip equator, which are delineated by the red curves rep-

resenting the QD latitudes of ±55
◦ and 0◦ . Although nei-

ther CM6 nor LCS1 use dayside data equatorward of QD 

latitude ±10
◦ to determine the nominal lithosphere, LCS1 

uses only dayside scalar gradients outside this region 

whereas CM6 uses dayside scalar and vector gradients 

outside this region and this perhaps may contribute some-

how to the discrepancy patterns along the dip equator. In 

general, the definitive LCS1 model shows that the com-

bination of Swarm and CHAMP measurements provides 

perhaps the best estimate of the small-scale crustal field at 

this time and the CMs are now following this course.

Oceanic tidal �elds

�e oceanic M2 tidal signal has been detected in satel-

lite data by Grayver and Olsen (2019), Sabaka et al. (2015, 

2016, 2018), Tyler et  al. (2003), while N2 was crudely 

Fig. 7 The Rn spectra of the time-averaged oceanic tidal magnetic field of M2 from CM5, CIY4, CM6, and G&O for SH degrees n = 1−28 (top), of 

N2 from CM6 and G&O for SH degrees n = 1−12 (lower left), and of O1 from CM6 and G&O for SH degrees n = 1−12 (lower right), all at radius 

a = 6,371.2 km
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detected by Sabaka et  al. (2016), but more convinc-

ingly by Grayver and Olsen (2019) (denoted as “G&O”) 

who also detected O1 . It should be noted that previous 

attempts to extract N2 and O1 using the CI approach with 

CHAMP data failed. However, with the advent of Swarm, 

these three constituents have now been co-estimated in 

CM6. To compare the models, a generalization of the 

classic Rn spectrum of Lowes (1966), stated in Eq. 10, was 

developed by Sabaka et  al. (2015, 2016) and defined for 

a particular tidal constituent as the mean-square magni-

tude of the magnetic field at SH degree n over a sphere of 

radius r and over the tidal constituent period given by

where a = 6371.2 km and τmn  is defined in Eq. 4 for a par-

ticular constituent. �e Rn spectra are shown in Fig. 7 at 

radius a = 6,371.2 km for M2 SH degrees n = 1−28 (top) 

from CM5, CIY4, CM6, and G&O, for N2 SH degrees 

n = 1−12 (bottom-left) from CM6 and G&O, and for 

O1 SH degrees n = 1−12 (bottom-right) from CM6 and 

G&O. �ese SH degree ranges were what was estimated 

by Grayver and Olsen (2019).

(13)
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}

,

For M2 , the models show peak power at either degrees 

5 or 6, and of the CI type models, the Swarm only model, 

CIY4, shows the largest value followed by the CHAMP/

Swarm mixture, CM6, and finally the CHAMP only 

model, CM5. �e G&O model shows a more diminished 

power than all of the others. �e power trends at higher 

degrees are all in basic agreement, although CM5 power 

does begin to diverge. For N2 , CM6 peaks at degree 6 

while G&O peak at 5, and for O1 , CM6 peaks at degree 

4 and G&O at 3. �e power across most degrees are 

substantially larger for CM6 than for G&O for all three 

constituents. �ese amplitude differences may lie in 

the treatment of internal induced signals in the mantle 

or sources in the ionosphere, especially since G&O are 

based upon CHAOS model residual data. Recall that the 

CHAOS series does not model the nightside induced ion-

ospheric field, which could leak into its residuals and sub-

sequently be absorbed into the tidal fields. Conversely, if 

the mantle induction is not accurate in CM6, then this 

could also contaminate the tidal fields.

�e constituents may also be compared in the spatial 

domain either in the form of amplitude and phase or as 

the real and imaginary parts of a complex phasor repre-

sentation. To use the latter form, rewrite the tidal mag-

netic potential in Eq. 4 as

Fig. 8 Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the radial component of the M2 oceanic tidal magnetic field for SH degrees n = 1−28 at satellite 

altitude from CM6 (top) and G&O (bottom)
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where

�e M2 radial magnetic field, for example, at any point r 

and time �t may be expressed as

(14)

VM2(�t, r) =R
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a
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,

where

is a complex phasor whose real and imaginary parts may 

be examined.

Maps of R
{

BrM2

}

 and I
{

BrM2

}

 are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 

and 10 for the M2 , N2 , and O1 constituents, respectively, at 

a satellite altitude of 430  km and for the corresponding 

degree ranges shown in Fig. 7 from CM6 and G&O. A vis-

ual inspection of the M2 maps shows very good agreement 

(17)

BrM2
(r) = −

∂VM2
(r)

∂r
,

=

36
∑

n=1

n
∑

m=−n

(n + 1)

(
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r
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τmn (Ym
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Fig. 9 Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the radial component of the N2 oceanic tidal magnetic field for SH degrees n = 1−12 at satellite 

altitude from CM6 (top) and G&O (bottom)
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in patterns, which is quantified by map correlation coeffi-

cients of 0.96 and 0.90 between R
{

BrM2

}

 and between 

I

{

BrM2

}

 , respectively, with CM6 having slightly higher 

amplitudes, as expected from the Rn comparison. �e 

importance of Swarm measurements in the extraction of 

M2 is clear when one considers that the CIY4 and CM6 

maps are likely trustworthy out to degree 28−36 , whereas 

that of CM5 are only to about degree 18. For the N2 maps, 

the correlations between R
{

BrM2

}

 and between I
{

BrM2

}

 

are 0.77 and 0.75, respectively, which indicates a modest 

agreement in patterns. �e higher CM6 amplitudes are 

now very apparent. For the O1 maps, the correlations 

between R
{

BrM2

}

 and between I
{

BrM2

}

 are 0.55 and 

0.47, respectively, which is much worse than the agree-

ment between semi-diurnal constituents, although many 

of the larger features appear to be centered in similar loca-

tions. However, the R
{

BrM2

}

 map from CM6 shows con-

tamination in the interiors of both Africa and Antarctica 

that are absent in the G&O map. Again, the CM6 power is 

much higher. It is interesting that in all constituents, the 

correlations between the real parts are consistently higher 

than between the imaginary parts. In general, however, all 

three constituents are in fair agreement and suggest that 

oceanic tidal signals can be detected and separated by sat-

ellite missions such as CHAMP and Swarm.

Ionospheric �eld

Figure 11 shows the radial magnetic field at Earth’s sur-

face associated with the primary (top) and secondary 

(bottom) ionospheric current system during vernal equi-

nox centered on local noon for various universal times. 

�e behavior of the CM6 ionospheric field is in good 

agreement with previous CI models, such as CIY4. Note 

that the secondary induced field does not vanish during 

nighttime, but is rather broad-scaled and has odd equa-

torial symmetry, which is exactly what can map into the 

low-degree zonal coefficients of the core field in models 

that do not consider the ionosphere. Furthermore, since 

the induced ionosphere has power at solar periods of 

24.0 and 12.0 h its treatment will no doubt have an effect 

on the recovery of the nearby periods of the diurnal and 

semi-diurnal tidal signals such as M2 , N2 , and O1 and may 

be the reason for the discrepancies between the results 

from CM6 and G&O.

Fig. 10 Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the radial component of the O1 oceanic tidal magnetic field for SH degrees n = 1−12 at satellite 

altitude from CM6 (top) and G&O (bottom)
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Magnetospheric �eld

�e dominant axial dipole term q0
1
 of the magnetospheric 

field is assessed, as it was for CIY4, in Fig.  12 by com-

paring 30 day averages (top panel) of the CM6 estimate 

(blue); the q0
1
 from the CHAOS-7 model, a more recent 

unpublished version of CHAOS (red); the Swarm MMA 

(“Magnetic-Magnetospheric”) L2 product (yellow), with 

more details given in Sabaka et al. (2018); the Est index 

(purple), which is the external part of the Dst index 

determined using data from four low-latitude magnetic 

observatories (Maus and Weidelt 2004); and the RCe 

(green), which is the external, magnetospheric part of 

RC, an index of magnetospheric ring-current strength 

(Olsen et  al. 2014). �e signs of Est and RCe have been 

changed and a 12-nT bias has been added to account for 

the unknown absolute baseline level of ring-current indi-

ces such as RC and Dst, which are entirely determined 

from ground observatory data, to compare with q0
1
.

�e difference (bottom panel) between CM6 q0
1
 and 

MMA (blue) is excellent, as was seen for CIY4, but the 

Fig. 11 Ionospheric primary (top) and secondary (bottom) radial magnetic field at radius a = 6,371.2 km during vernal equinox centered on noon 

local time for 06, 12, 18, and 00 UT. Contours show 5 nT increments and a value of F10.7 = 100.0 × 10
−22

W/m2/Hz was used for evaluation
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difference between CM6 and CHAOS-7 q0
1
 (red) is also 

very good and extends over the entire CM6 time period. 

�is is especially promising since CHAOS-7 does not 

estimate the magnetosphere in discrete time bins, but 

rather time variation is parameterized by the proxy RC 

index. Still there remains an unexplained annual vari-

ation in the difference. �e difference of CM6 with Est 

(yellow) is much larger and erratic which may be attrib-

utable to the well-known baseline instabilities of the Dst 

index (e.g., Olsen et  al. 2014). In addition, the calcula-

tion of Est is somewhat different than that used when 

assessing CIY4, which is due partly to the change of Dst 

from Quicklook to quasi-definitive and small changes in 

the conductivity model used to decompose Dst and RC 

into external and induced parts. Finally, the difference 

between CM6 and RCe (purple) is also reasonable, but 

the same annual variation is seen as with CHAOS-7.

IGRF-13 candidates
�e International Association of Geomagnetism and 

Aeronomy (IAGA) working group V-MOD of Divison 

V requested candidate models for its 13th Generation of 

the International Geomagnetic Reference Field. �ese 

include a definitive model for epoch 2015.0 (DGRF2015) 

and an operational version for epoch 2020.0 (IGRF2020), 

both being static internal field SH expansions of degree 

n = 1−13 that represent the observational “main” mag-

netic field of the Earth at those epochs. Candidates for 

both the DGRF2015 and IGRF2020 models were pro-

vided by the lead at GSFC and were obtained from 

CM6. For DGRF2015, CM6 was simply evaluated at 

epoch 2015.0 and formal errors for the Gauss coeffi-

cients provided. �e IGRF2020 was derived from a sim-

ple linear extrapolation passing through the CM6 Gauss 

coefficients at 2018.75 and 2019.0 and evaluated at epoch 

2020.0, and likewise, the formal error-covariance was 

extrapolated to 2020.0. �is 2018.75−2019.0 interval was 

chosen because it includes the latest extent of the Swarm 

data used in CM6 and provides a fair level of continuity 

in ġ0
1
 . �e Swarm data allow for more accurate coeffi-

cients of degree n = 1−13 due to good global coverage, as 

opposed to later times that include only OHM data.

Conclusions
�e CM6 model was derived from over 20 years of satel-

lite and observatory ground-based data, essentially cov-

ering the “modern era” of satellite magnetometry. �is 

is the first model to combine both CHAMP and Swarm 

data that are based upon the CI methodology. �e result-

ing core, lithosphere, oceanic tidal M2 , ionosphere, 
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Fig. 12 The top panel shows 30 day averages of q0
1
 estimated from CM6 (blue), from CHAOS-7 (red), the Swarm MMA data product (yellow), −Est 

(purple), and −RCe (green) over the time domain of CM6. The bottom panel shows the differences between the CM6 q0
1
 and the other quantities
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magnetosphere, and associated induced magnetic field 

models are in very good agreement with those previ-

ously determined in other models. In particular, the core 

and SV spatial and temporal behavior are very similar to 

those of CHAOS-6 and CHAOS-7 with the largest dis-

crepancies being well-understood in the context of the 

treatment of induced fields. Two new magnetic field 

sources have been included and correspond to the N2 and 

O1 oceanic tidal constituents. �ese are in generally fair 

to good agreement with the models obtained in Grayver 

and Olsen (2019) that were derived from CHAOS residu-

als and whose discrepancies are also likely related to the 

treatment of induced fields.

In response to the IGRF-13 call, the GSFC candidate 

models for DGRF2015 and IGRF2020 were extracted 

from CM6 either directly, as in the former, or through 

simple linear extrapolation, as in the latter, along with 

their associated formal error, and submitted for consid-

eration. CM6 will also serve as an anchor for extending 

CI models back in time to include other historical data 

types.
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